
Vendor Central Demand Forecast

How to use the Amazon Retail Analytics (ARA) Forecasting Report on 
Vendor Central to optimize inventory levels to fulfill Amazon orders



Forecasting 101

The inputs, calculation and output 



Forecasting: 

What we actually do

Hundreds of millions of ASIN plans per day

Billions of calls per week

Across 50+ geographies

Using 20+ machine learning, AI and deep 

learning models

Crunching petabytes of data
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Forecasting: 

What we actually do

Assuming unconstrained demand for every product 

sold on Amazon’s websites for the next 52 weeks, we 

execute the following four steps in rapid succession:

1. Collect input data (demand, price,..)

2. Crunch data through AI 

3. Catch any exceptions

4. Vend forecast to buying systems and to vendors*

* Even though a week’s snapshot is shared with you, 

we refresh our forecast multiple times a week.



Forecasting: 

What we actually do

Adjust for seasonality (predicted customer buy behavior)

Choose confidence intervals based on profitability

Match to like products



ASIN-Level 
Forecast 
Quantity

Initial 
product 

setup

Availability            
(in-stock)

Price

Historical 
demand

Promotions

Seasonality

Website 
traffic

And you influence some of the inputs to the ASIN-level 

demand forecast output

Initial product setup: The way an ASIN is setup in the catalog 

(MOQ, cost, …)

Availability: If a product is out of stock, our confidence in being 

in-stock for the next order opportunity is depressed impacting 

our buy decision against the observed demand

Promotions: Amazon and non-Amazon promotions

Website traffic: National advertising, retail specific 

promotions, PR – a lot of things can positively impact website 

traffic, recording more clicks on an ASIN detail page

P-Level 
Confidence

To enrich our demand forecast accuracy through your 

industry expertise, we have a pilot in works which will enable 

ingesting vendor forecast inputs at ASIN level
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Forecasting Algorithms Optimal Sourcing and Placement Algorithms

Your Purchase Order*

This ASIN-level forecast becomes an input to your actual 

order, your PO

P-Level 
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*Important: ASIN level demand forecast is not a PO forecast
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Your Purchase Order*

This ASIN-level forecast becomes an input to your actual 

order, your PO
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ASIN-Level 
Forecast 

QTY*

Promotions

Input promotions four weeks in advance

Amazon does not have line of sight on your non-

Amazon promotions but these promotions will very 

likely drive website traffic and reactive buying so 

please plan inventory positioning accordingly

Website 
traffic



Amazon Retail Analytics (ARA)

Demand Forecast Report 



Currently the ARA Basic and ARA Premium Forecasting 

reports are not exactly the same

ARA Basic ARA premium



Starting end of Q1 2018 the Forecasting reports will be 

exactly the same in ARA Basic and ARA Premium

ARA Basic ARA premium

We vend aggregate customer demand forecast 

at the ASIN level. This could include forecast for 

ASINs that may be obsolete in your systems. 
Operations Dashboards -> Forecast & Inventory Planning



Understanding and utilizing this report in will help optimize 

inventory levels to fulfill Amazon orders

What is still omitted:

Amazon safety stock and 

target inventory position

What you gain:

Look and download forecast by 

confidence levels (P-level) in 

weekly or monthly view and for 

different periods

We encourage using this data 

as an input for creating your 

inventory position and safety 

stock plans.



How to use this report



Know first what the data is and is not

What it is:

It is an unconstrained projection of customer 

demand

It is Amazon’s weekly forecast estimate that 

is closest to our actual customer demand for 

a rolling 26 weeks

It is presented in multiple P-levels for you to 

choose between when planning safety stock

What it is not:

It is not a purchase order forecast



What is P-level? 

Probability Level. 

Right… what does that 

mean exactly?

“P-level” depicts the estimated stock to carry to satisfy customer demand  with x% probability of success



What is P-level? 

Probability Level. 

Right… what does that 

mean exactly?

“P-level” depicts the estimated stock to carry to satisfy customer demand  with x% probability of success

For example, a P-80 forecast 

indicates the stock level that 

will satisfy customer demand 

with 80% probability. 

If that forecast is 300 units, 

the probability of the 

demand being less than or 

equal to 300 is 80%.

This also means a 20% 

probability that the customer 

demand will be more than 

300 units



How do I interpret and 

use P-levels? 

The higher the P-level you wish to 

accommodate, the higher the inventory 

level you will have to carry

• You can use the P70, P80 or P90 forecast depending on your 

risk tolerance based on their product profile, planned 

promotions, seasonality and the length of planning horizon

• We recommend using mean forecast if your “firm” planning 

horizon is short (4-6 weeks out) keeping in mind that this 

forecast value does not include Amazon’s safety stock

• You should consult with your internal sales and marketing 

teams when deciding which P-level to use during your demand 

planning cycle



How do I use the ASIN 

level forecast data?

• Use demand forecast for to plan for long term (4-6 

week period) planning instead of week over week 

operational planning

• You could use one P-level for short term planning and 

a higher p-level for long term planning

• While estimating your shipment forecast using 

demand forecast, make sure to account for historical 

PO variability rate



Remember, you have the ability to toggle forecast 

confidence levels

Be sure to adjust your demand 

planning systems and consume the 

P-level that you believe will best 

position you to be in stock for 

potential order volume. We have 

opted in this system to give you a 

choice between different P-values 

and ask that you choose the value 

guide that best influences the output 

of your wider demand planning 

accuracy models.



If you have internal reporting tools which are 

designed to work with the old ARA Basic site’s 

reports ..

.. you’ll need to adjust those to align with the 

new report structure on the new site
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And just to reiterate, forecast is one of many inputs to the 

PO quantity decision



FAQ’s



How can a ASIN's 

Replenishment Out of Stock 

(RepOOS) be low even 

when its confirmation rate 

was low?

Amazon procures ASINs not available from the primary 

source through alternate sources. This will have an 

impact on these on the out of stock situation of the ASIN 

which is not reflected in the primary source’s 

confirmation rate of the ASIN 



Do you measure your 

demand forecast accuracy 

and is that information 

available?

Yes, we look at mean squared error (MSE) for 

forecasted demand to actual demand for each 

forecast distribution



How can I as a vendor be 

more involved in the forecast 

process?

We are piloting  a vendor forecast collaboration initiative in 

Q2 of 2018. Those vendors selected for this pilot will have 

direct influence on whether this product is scaled. Based on 

the results, you may have a channel to provide forecast 

inputs with Amazon. In the meantime, if you are concerned 

with a perceived forecast error, you may wish to open a 

Contact Us case and simply stock what you believe you will 

need. Our website traffic feedback may kick out a demand 

spike PO for inventory you know today we will want or need.



How is the forecast 

determined if there is both a 

retail version and an FFP 

version?

Since Retail and FFP items will have separate ASINs, 

they will have their own forecast built



Can you share Amazon's 

week of cover target by 

ASIN?

At this point, we are not providing dynamic 

guidance on Amazon’s target inventory position 

or weeks of cover by ASIN



Did you find this 

content helpful?
Please hit one of the thumbs!

bit.ly/2FBVn8v
bit.ly/2FBVn8v
bit.ly/2BNS77J
bit.ly/2BNS77J

